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Mode I 

 

I    A1 organum 

I A2    

I  A3   

I   A4   

 

  A5 

I   A6   

I  A7   

I   A8    

 A9 Gloucester 

  A10   

I   A11   

I A12 

 

For gospel canticles: 

I    GAI 
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Mode I 
 

I    B1   organum,  

I B2    

I B3   

I  B4   

   B5 

I  B6   

I B7   

I    B8    

 B9 Gloucester 

   B10   

I  B11   

I B12  
ID For invitatory or responsorial psalm in Mass 

Note for I D: when final stressed syllable of final bar above, is also the last in the whole phrase, omit the last notes, ray. 

 
For gospel canticles: 

I    GBI 
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Mode II 

II   1
 or using an alternative first bar. Each tone below can be sung with either first bar according to preference 

II   1 

 
 
 

 II 2  

II 3
 
 

II 4 (Harmonized)        or   

II  4 

 
 

II 5  
 
For gospel canticle: 

II  GII 
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Mode III 
 
 
Form 1  

III A1
IIIA2 (H)  

IIIA3 

 

 
For gospel canticles: 

III  GAIII, Form1 
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Mode III  
 
Irregular tone - tonus invictus 
 

III B1 

III   B2
III B3
III B4 

 
 
 

For gospel canticles 

III   GBIII, Irregular 
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Mode III
 
Form 2                                          

III  C1 Harmonised  

or as an alternative if not singing four-part harmonies 

III C1 

III   C2
III C3
III  C4
III  C5
III  C6 

for all tones above, alternative first bars can be used as preferred: 

IIIor    
 

 
For N.T. Canticle with Alleluia, with allelulia, Sunday Vespers II :             

III 
        Al -le–lu -ia.                                 Al -le–lu -ia   


         Al-le- lu - ia,    al - le- lu - ia.        
 
 

 
For gospel canticle: 

III GCIII, Form 2
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Mode III 
More Form 2: simpler equivalents to the previous tones: 
 

III   C2
III C3
III   C4
III C5
III  C6 
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Mode IV 
 

IV 1 
IV 2 

IV 3 

IV  4
IV 5  

IV 6 

IV 7 

IV 8
IV  9 Gisburn 

IV 10 York 

IV  11 

IV 12 

 
For gospel canticle 
IVGIV, York 
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Mode V 
 

V 1 
or using an alternative first bar. Each tone below can be sung with either first bar according to preference 

II  1 

 
 
 

V2
 

 V 3  

 
 
For gospel canticle 

V  GV
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Mode VI  
 

VI 1 
 

VI   2 
 

VI 3  

 
 

 
 
For those who are experienced, and if the lines in the text are long enough to take it, each of the 
above can be sung  with an amended final bar as below: 
 
 
 

VI 1 
 

VI  2 
 

VI 3  

 
 

For gospel canticle 

VI GVI 

In second bar there are three pointed syllables. These apply to the final three emphasized syllables 
(and not two as usual). If the line of the text is short, then the neum at the first (third from the end) 
is omitted. 
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Mode VII 

  
VII  1   Harmonized 

If preferred and when harmonization is not required, replace tone 1 above with 3 below. 

 
For all tones that follow, the first bar can be replaced with any from the other tones (there 
are four variations in all) according to preference: 
 

VII 2  

VII 3 

For tone 3 above, when the final emphasized syllable is also the last syllable of the text, singers may 

find it easiest to truncate the tone and sing only the neum  or even just the first note of the neum. 

 

VII  4 

VII5 

VII  6 

VII 7 

 

Gospel canticle tone: 
 

VII GVII 

For this tone, if the final pointed syllable is also the last syllable of the line then apply all notes that 
follow to that syllable too, creating a four note neum. 
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Mode VIII  
 
                                        

VIII    1         
If preferred and if no harmonization is required, 1 can be replaced with 2 or 3 below. 
 
 

For all tones that follow, though author's suggestions are given in each case, the first bar can 
be any of the following according to preference: 

or  or  
 

VIII  2 

     

VIII  3   

In tone 4 only two forms are permissible , either 

 VIII 4   or 

VIII4  

  
VIII 5 

VIII  6 

  
 

 

VIIIGVIII 

For this tone, if the final pointed syllable is also the last syllable of the line then apply all notes that 
follow to that syllable too, creating a four note neum. 
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Tonus peregrinus       
                

  1     
   2 

  3 

 
For gospel canticle: 
 

   GTP 

For this tone, if the final pointed syllable is also the last syllable of the line then apply all notes that 
follow to that syllable too, creating a three-note neum. 
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Note: for male or mixed choirs, F as reciting note works 
 
Breathing and rhythm 
Breath is drawn between the first phrase and the second phrase within each tone, creating an 
obvious pause between the first and second line of text within each couplet after the asterix 
(*). When there is triplet, there is no pause after the dagger (†), we might draw a quick breath, 
but don't have any long pause until the asterix. 
 
When singing antiphonally there is no pause between the last phrase sung by one half of the 
choir and the first sung by the other. The momentum swings immediately. This retains the 
sense that the contemplative pause is within each couplet or triplet phrase, but not between. 
 
Slowly is not holy! 
The reciting note is sung at a talking pace, which always feels fast for singing, and 
accelerating slightly at very long phrases. Choirs will find the dynamic of rhythm that works 
best, but we find that the easiest is to stick to the principle of sing as you would talk, with 
only the final syllable slightly extends and sung feathering out to nothing. Once again this 
will seem fast for singing, but this is the pace at which the intellect will take it in. 
 
This means that within each couplet or triplet phrase, the syllable at the asterix (*) tails off 
into a silent moment. However when singing antiphonally, between each couplet the final 
syllable of the tone tails off into the beginning next repetition of the tone sung by the other 
half of the choir. It’s almost a game of verbal tag. Sometimes the close proximity of the end 
of one couplet and the singing of the next by the other group of people creates an implied 
harmony, or sometimes or the overlap momentarily there is an actual harmony at the 
conjunction. 
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Dealing with neums  (grouped noted applied to a single syllable) and multiple notes 
at the end of phrases: both generally, and when the last emphasized syllable is also 
the final syllable of the phrase and so there are not enough syllables to take all the 
notes. 

1. Generally: this is best shown by an example. If the final phrase of the tone is and 

there are one or more syllables after the final emphasis, then as might be expected, one 
simply applies the following notes to the following syllables. For example, if final word is  

‘Glóry’ ,then  is applied to ‘Glor-’ and  is applied to ‘-y’. 

 
2. When the last emphasized syllable is also the final syllable of the phrase but more 
notes follow in the tone 
There is a choice here:  
a) the simplest is to truncate the phrase - so where there are notes after last emphasised  
syllable (1, 2, 3, 4 above) tone is truncated and ends on last emphasized syllable if if no 
others follow.  
 

So for example if final word is  ‘Lórd’ , becomes 
 
b) the best, I feel, is to expand the neum 

So for example if final word is  ‘Lórd’ , becomes 
 
This takes skill to sing it so that the notes are applies smoothly, without breaking up the 
syllable into three clumsily repeated staccato utterances and so that it 'feathers out' - each 
successive note held for slightly longer and becoming gradually softer in volume until the 
sound tails away into nothing.  
I find that in neums emphasizing slighly, that is pushing through slightly harder, alternate 
notes starting with the first suits the langauge ie first, third. Again, care should be taken to do 
this smoothly and lyrically, so it is not staccato. 


